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FROM THE EDITORLETTER
Sodexo and Starbucks: two sepa-
rate entities that have found a way to 
profit from one another. Unfortunately, 
their partnership has lead to gaining the 
trust and affection of many universi-
ties across the U.S. and Europe. While 
some people may know nothing about 
Sodexo, we feel it is important to edu-
cate the students about just what Sodexo 
means for USM, and how Starbucks 
plays a part in their collaboration. The 
installation cost, according to USM’s 
chief business officer, Buster Neel, was 
supposedly $20,000 to $25,000 after all. 
They are, as I see it, “businesses in bed 
with one another.”
When President Cummings an-
nounced in a Monday Missive email 
that a Starbucks would soon be coming 
to the Glickman library, I thought long 
and hard about just why this decision 
was made. After all, USM didn’t have 
enough money to pay for faculty during 
the layoffs of 2014, so why the sudden 
investment in big-name for-profit orga-
nizations? Of all the products they could 
provide, why offer expensive Starbucks 
lattes to broke college kids?
My first thought was to commuter 
students, but I also took into consid-
eration just how popular the products 
were amongst young adults and teenag-
ers. It seemed like the perfect plan from 
the capitalists perspective: reel in more 
money by having Sodexo, our current 
food provider, bring in brand-name cof-
fee from a world-renowned chain orga-
nization. USM would have the ability to 
profit in ways they hadn’t been able to 
before. Even more, it’s almost impossi-
ble to pass up the idea of hot coffee, es-
pecially if you’re going into the library 
to push out a final exam paper and need 
an extra boost in your day.
When asked how USM feels about 
the complicated controversies surround-
ing Starbucks coffee and Sodexo foods, 
administration simply replied, “The 
committee went about this in a way 
that worked best for the students and 
the needs they have.” The Free Press 
has conducted several interviews across 
campus with students, asking their per-
spective on Starbucks, and every single 
person said that the costs are too high 
and the options are limited. 
There have been nine boycotts in the 
U.S. against Sodexo, all of which were 
at universities. Many of these protests 
are targeting controversies within So-
dexo, such as its low-paid employees, 
former investments in private prison 
businesses and its lack of local food op-
tions. As explained in our piece on So-
dexo on Page 4, the company was forced 
to suspend distribution of all frozen beef 
products due to horse DNA being dis-
covered in various meats. While Sodexo 
no longer invests in American prisons, it 
still “continues to manage over 100 pri-
vate prisons abroad,” as Johnna writes in 
her story.
Starbucks cannot escape the contro-
versies either. A quick Google search 
of the company reveals a long list of 
problematic incidents: European tax 
avoidance, labor disputes and most rel-
evant, its marketing strategies that make 
it more prominent in metropolitan areas 
(exactly what Portland is on its way to 
becoming).
Beyond the controversies, it may 
seem like there are a lot of things to like 
about Sodexo. At USM, for instance, 
Sodexo staff have helped the Boys and 
Girls Club and brought local options to 
the menu. Yet, many students don’t even 
like Sodexo’s options or the Starbucks 
in Glickman, regardless of what the sur-
veys with positive reviews are telling 
administration at USM. In an article by 
Julie Pike from November 2016, four 
students interviewed complained of high 
costs and lack of options, particularly 
for vegetarians. In an article by Dionne 
Smith about Starbucks from this March, 
students responded by saying “the cof-
fee was lukewarm,” “the options are 
limited,” and that the installation “didn’t 
even feel like a real coffee shop.”
The problems are simple, yet easy 
to miss if you don’t particularly care 
about the way USM caters to student 
needs. The vendor location isn’t a fully 
licensed Starbucks, but rather a product 
of Sodexo which offers some Starbucks 
products to students. The USM web-
site boasts that the convenient location 
has everyone’s “Favorite creations and 
snacks.” When I noted the site said to 
“ask about specials,” I walked over to 
Glickman to see what my options were. 
I found a short metal coffee container, 
the one you’d see at a gas station, and 
noticed a cinnamon roll behind the 
counter. When I asked about specials, I 
was told that what I was looking at was 
all that was available. I was also warned 
that the coffee was probably warm, rath-
er than hot, because of how late it was 
in the afternoon, and that the pastry had 
been out in the open all day. But I didn’t 
care, I was hungry to see how this would 
satisfy “my needs” as a student. It was 
nothing special, and tasted just as I ex-
pected: terribly unsatisfying.
What bothers me most here is not the 
fact that the products weren’t up-to-par 
nor that I was disappointed by the lack 
of options for me as a student. I’m disap-
pointed that USM has chosen to partner 
with a food organization in the name of 
financial benefits and gains. While So-
dexo has a respectable name in the cor-
porate world, it doesn’t hide the fact that 
USM is more committed to profit than 
to developing relationships with local 
companies and giving back financially 
to the community that supports the uni-
versity. 
If the argument is that Coffee By De-
sign was a worn-out option, then some 
other local coffee shop could have used 
the space. Instead, the university pushed 
out other bids and went with the one that 
offered the most cash, regardless of the 
political controversies. This can’t be 
denied. Yes, we understand that money 
makes the capitalist world go round, but 
local is important. Isn’t that what Port-
land is all about? Don’t brand name our 
university, make it unique, allow it to re-
flect the local culture around us, not the 
corporate world of greed.
Sodexo and Starbucks
Businesses in bed together, a 
match made in capitalist heaven
Krysteana Scribner
Editor-in-chief
“Why offer expensive Starbucks lattes to broke col-
lege kids? It seemed like the perfect plan from the 
capitalists perspective; reel in more money by hav-
ing Sodexo bring in a chain coffee shop”
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In 2016, the University of Maine System gave its five-year 
dining services contract to French multinational corporation 
Sodexo. According to Buster Neel, interim chief business of-
ficer at USM, Sodexo was the best decision financially for the 
university. 
General Manager Tadd Sloane oversees all of the Sodexo 
operations at USM and at UMaine Augusta. Sloane explained 
some of the corporation’s goals on campus, which  have been 
to bring in more local foods and be involved in local commu-
nity hunger initiatives. 
At USM Sodexo has worked with the local Boys and Girls 
Club and the Husky Hunger Initiative. They have also prom-
ised to bring more Maine produce to campus dining. So far 
throughout the Maine campuses Sodexo has purchased over 17 
percent of its produce locally. Sodexo employs 117 employees 
across the Portland, Gorham and Lewiston-Auburn campuses. 
Though Sodexo at USM is working to maintain community 
involvement, the business is not without its share of corporate 
controversy. In 2005, the company paid out 80 million dol-
lars in a racial discrimination lawsuit filed by thousands of the 
company’s Black employees. The employees claimed that they 
did not receive promotions because of racial discrimination 
and that a segregated work environment was being fostered. 
In 2003, the company was forced to suspend distribution of 
all frozen beef products due to horse DNA being discovered in 
various meats. 
According to a 2016 article from Medium, until 2001, So-
dexo owned a large amount of stock in the Corrections Corpo-
ration of America (CCA), a corporation that owns over half of 
all private prisons in the United States. After pressure from stu-
dents at Pomona College, the company dropped its CCA shares 
but continues to manage over 100 private prisons abroad. 
These are located in countries including Belgium, Chile, 
France, Italy, the Netherlands and Spain. The company also 
manages prisons and immigrant detention centers throughout 
the United Kingdom. 
One of the company’s prisons is HMP Northumberland, 
Britain’s seventh largest jail. The prison was recently the target 
of BBC undercover journalism which reported that within the 
prison, drug sales, security breaches and weaponry were com-
monplace, and that there was a general sense of “chaos.” 
At Scripps College in Southern California, students have 
started a campaign, “Drop Sodexo,” demanding their school 
drop the caterer. Leah Shorb, a member of the group and first-
year student at Scripps, provided a statement from the Drop 
Sodexo campaign.
“Students have been actively organizing...to pressure the 
Scripps administration to terminate the facilities and dining 
services contracts with the corporation. 
Sodexo is one of the largest corporations in the world that 
services institutions such as prisons, schools and universities, 
assisted-living facilities, hospitals, government agencies, mili-
tary bases, and others,” the group wrote. “It is infamous for its 
host of civil rights abuses, exploitative labor policies, neolib-
eralism, anti-unionism, substandard food quality, violations of 
food safety, environmental destruction, racial discrimination, 
major class-action lawsuits, ownership of over 100 private 
prisons abroad, and much more.”
The group has organized a boycott and continues to work to 
get Sodexo dropped as the school’s food provider. 
“Our focus is...how do we serve our students best, that’s the 
whole key and clearly Sodexo presented the best proposal,” 
said Neel. When asked for USM’s stance on Sodexo’s contro-
versies, Neel said the university does not have a position.
Sodexo serves up mixed 
reviews on college campuses
The corporation’s wholesome image at 
USM differs from its actions elsewhere
Starbucks in Glickman has ties to university dining services
Sources: The Student Life, Claremont Colleges, BBC 
“It is infamous for its host of civil 
rights abuses, exploitative labor 
policies, neoliberalism, anti-union-
ism, substandard food quality, 
violations of food safety, environ-
mental destruction and so much 
more.”
- Drop Sodexo Campaign
Scripps College
What are your thoughts on USM’s choice to have Sodexo on campus?
Do you hve any opinions or perspectives to offer on the recent Starbucks installation?
Send us comments for publication at editor@usmfreepress
Johnna Ossie
News Editor
“Our focus is... how do we serve our 
students best, that’s the whole key 
and clearly Sodexo presented the 
best proposal.”
 - Buster Neel
Interim chief business officer at USM
Intial installation cost of $20,000 is from a one-million-dollar contract between USM and Sodexo
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While a Starbucks in the Glickman Li-
brary may seem like an exciting new addition 
to campus, the service fails to provide a full 
assortment of options. Sodexo, USM’s food 
provider, was chosen because they presented 
the best offer and the highest capital amongst 
competition. Many of the statements by USM 
officials about the Starbucks’ success differ 
greatly from the perspectives of students on 
campus.
Sodexo, which has business ties with Star-
bucks, made the suggestion of bringing a Star-
bucks coffee shop to Glickman. According to 
Buster Neel, the decision was made after hear-
ing strong student, faculty and staff interest. 
The Starbucks in the library is not a full-
service location, and offers only coffee and 
snacks. The initial installation cost, according 
to Neel, was around $20,000–$25,000. The 
contract started on July 1, 2016, and will con-
tinue through June 30, 2021. It is renewable 
for five additional one year terms by USM.
According to an article by the Free Press 
published in March, “The money is pulled 
from a one-million-dollar contract between 
USM and Sodexo,” so in the first two years of 
the contract, there is this much money avail-
able for “university renovations through So-
dexo.”
Neel explained that changes will come to the 
Starbucks in the summer, after the university 
begins running water lines to the Starbucks 
location in order to meet health department re-
quirements for speciality drinks. He said that 
during this time, various quotes on pricing for 
Starbucks installations will come in.
“[Sodexo] can have a Starbucks operation 
or we can just serve Starbucks coffee instead. 
It’s much more expensive to have a full fledge 
Starbucks,” said Neel. “By the fall semester, 
students, faculty and staff will be able to get a 
lot more than they’re getting now.” 
The current plan is to see what summer 
brings. Otherwise, future goals aim to com-
pletely redo the whole first floor of the Glick-
man Library so that the Starbucks location 
will be closer to the entrance and exit doors.
“One of the things I know that the director 
of the library wants to do is get students in 
the building,” said Neel, speaking for David 
Nutty. “The long-term goal is to have a strong 
gathering place for individual and group 
study, as well as a charging station. But that 
takes money, and that takes time.”
All six institutions in the UMaine system 
now have a contract with Sodexo. Neel ex-
plained that this was a system-level decision 
to go out and re-bid. He noted that three bids 
came in back: Sodexo, Aramark and local in-
dividuals in the state.
“After looking at all the financial compo-
nents, the service component and so forth, the 
collective wisdom of the system showed that 
Sodexo provided the best offer,” said Neel. 
“These local individuals couldn’t come up 
with the capital or a price point that was com-
petitive. A lot of what we’re trying to do is not 
only provide better service but keep the costs 
down too.”
According to Tadd Sloane, general manager 
of Sodexo operations at USM and UMaine 
Augusta, product fatigue was a big reason for 
not choosing Coffee By Design for the library, 
one of USM’s current local coffee options, 
which is offered in the Woodbury Campus 
Center, the Luther Bonney Snack Station and 
on the Gorham campus.
“Currently, we have eight or nine locations 
serving Coffee By Design…” he said.“We hear 
that students are looking for some variety.” He 
confirmed that Sodexo offered Starbucks as a 
potential business to come to campus.
Since the initial excitement of the Starbucks 
installation, students interviewed by the Free 
Press have expressed a huge disinterest in and 
dissatisfaction with the new addition to Glick-
man. Senior history major Jessica Vogel stated 
that while it is nice to have decent coffee avail-
able, calling it a Starbucks at all is not the right 
label when considering how little it offers.
“I think if you’re gonna have a contract [be-
tween Sodexo and USM] that costs so much, 
there are a lot of local shops that have great 
products,” she said. “If students could form 
partnerships with those kind of companies, it’s 
much more beneficial.”
Neel explained that after establishing rates 
and working with Sodexo to provide students 
Starbucks in Glickman has ties to university dining services
Krysteana Scribner / Editor-in-chief
Located in the Glickman library, a Sodexo employee works behind the snacks and drinks 
offered by the Starbucks shop. While not in full service, USM assures it will offer more 
products in the fall of 2017, as the current location isn’t a fullly stocked Starbucks option.
“Currently we have eight or nine locations serving Cof-
fee by Design... we hear students are looking for some 
variety.”
- Tadd Sloane 
General manager of Sodexo operations at USM and UMaine Augusta
See COFFEE on page 6
Intial installation cost of $20,000 is from a one-million-dollar contract between USM and Sodexo
Krysteana Scribner
Editor-in-chief
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Police Beat
Selections from the 
USM Department of 
Public Safety police log 
Jan. 21 to Feb. 3
Have any insider news tips? 
editor@usmfreepress.org
01/21/2017
There is a light and it sometimes goes 
out 
Motor vehicle stop, 34 Bedford St., Portland. 
Warning for operating without headlights.
01/23/2017
Typical, really 
Suspicious Activity, Luther Bonney Hall. Male 
individual acting suspiciously near the exit 
doors of the computer lab. Officer checked the 
area. The subject had moved along.
01/25/2017
One way or another 
Motor vehicle stop, 67 Campus Ave. Warning 
given for operating the wrong way on a one 
way. 
01/27/2017
Sensing a trend here...
Motor vehicle stop, Campus Ave. Warning for 
stop sign violation.
02/03/2017
It takes two 
Motor Vehicle crash, G13A parking lot. Two 
vehicle accident.
For sale, one pair of stolen gym shoes, 
slightly used
Theft complaint, Sullivan Gym. Report of a theft 
from the men’s locker room at Sullivan Gym. 
Under investigation.
To be fair, that building is stressful. 
Disruptive person, Law Building. Report of a 
person upset and causing a scene. The subject 
left on their own.
In Brief...
LOCAL
Wearing defiance – but 
not on her sleeves – Port-
land 6th-grader protests 
dress code as sexist
PORTLAND PRESS 
HERALD- When Mol-
ly Neuner got dressed 
Wednesday, the King Mid-
dle School sixth-grader de-
cided to put on a tank top – 
and a message. The tank top 
was a deliberate violation 
of the school’s dress code, 
and the message – written 
in inch-high letters down 
her arm – was #iamnotadis-
traction.
Her actions were a re-
sponse to being reprimand-
ed by a teacher in front of 
other students this week for 
wearing a racerback-style 
purple tank top, breaking a 
dress code that Molly thinks 
is sexist, applied unfairly 
to girls, and silly given 
how common tank tops are 
among adults and children.
On Wednesday, Principal 
Caitlin LeClair met with 
Molly’s parents and an-
nounced that the school will 
review the dress code at the 
end of the school year with 
an eye to considering stu-
dents’ objections.
“We plan to take this 
feedback and use it as an 
opportunity to have some 
students’ and parents’ in-
put,” LeClair said. The 
current policy will remain 
in place for the rest of the 
year.
Molly, who will be part 
of the review panel, came 
home Wednesday with a 
bounce in her step, peel-
ing off her jacket in the 
rainy weather to reveal her 
hashtag message. About 20 
other girls in her class also 
deliberately broke the dress 
code in solidarity.
“It was so cool to see 




Judge on New York’s Top 
Court, Is Found Dead in Hud-
son River
NEW YORK TIMES- 
Sheila Abdus-Salaam, an 
associate judge on New 
York State’s highest court 
and the first African-Ameri-
can woman to serve on that 
bench, was found dead on 
Wednesday in the Hudson 
River, the authorities said.
Officers with the New 
York Police Department’s 
Harbor Unit responded 
about 1:45 p.m. to a report 
of a person floating by the 
shore near West 132nd 
Street in Upper Manhattan. 
Judge Abdus-Salaam, 65, 
was taken to a pier on the 
Hudson River and was pro-
nounced dead by paramed-
ics shortly after 2 p.m.
The police were inves-
tigating how she ended 
up in the river, and it was 
not clear how long Judge 
Abdus-Salaam, who lived 
nearby in Harlem, had 
been missing. There were 
no signs of trauma on her 
body, the police said. She 
was fully clothed.
A law enforcement offi-
cial said investigators had 
found no signs of criminal-
ity. Her husband identified 
her body.
International
‘Serious Failings’ By Rus-
sia In Deadly Beslan School 
Siege, European Court Says
NPR WORLD NEWS- 
Russia failed to prevent 
a 2004 attack on a school 
and then overreacted by 
using grenades, tanks and 
flamethrowers to end a 
three-day siege that killed 
more than 330 people, the 
European Court of Human 
Rights says, ruling in a case 
brought by victims of the 
attack and their families.
The court is ordering 
Russia to pay the plaintiffs 
nearly 3 million euros ($3.1 
million). Russia’s Justice 
Ministry says it will ap-
peal the ruling. Under the 
European court’s protocols, 
any party to the case has 
three months to appeal to 
the Grand Chamber of the 
Court.
In the September 2004 at-
tack on a school in Beslan, 
North Ossetia, heavily 
armed terrorists held more 
than 1,000 people prisoner. 
Most of the hostages were 
children. The standoff end-
ed in a flurry of explosions, 
gunfire and a roof collapse.
More than 180 children 
died in the incident, and 
more than 750 people were 
hurt. The European court 
ruled in a case brought by 
409 Russian nationals who 
accused the Russian gov-
ernment of a string of fail-
ures in its response to the 
attack.
what they need, USM gets 
as close to “breaking even” 
as possible. He explained 
that USM spends 3 million 
on meal plans through So-
dexo, and that USM turns 
around and charges students 
for these meal plans. He also 
stated that Sodexo has cater-
ing, which USM gets a sales 
commission on. This extra 
income, he said, is “for the 
most part” put back into the 
dining operation.
“I think we don’t necessar-
ily try to make this a profit 
operation for us, obviously 
Sodexo has to make a profit, 
but our main concern is to try 
to offer products to the stu-
dent at a reasonable price,” 
he said. “The surveys that 
have come out so far have a 
pretty high rating of satisfac-
tion. At this point the students 
are, overall pleased with us.”
Sophomore social work 
major Samia Ali disagrees 
with Neel’s statements, say-
ing that the costs of items 
in the Starbucks are too ex-
pensive, so she has never 
purchased any product at this 
location. 
“The costs could be a lot 
cheaper than they are now,” 
said Ali. “It shouldn’t cost 
so much. A lot of people like 
their coffee but as students it 
is hard for us to afford.”
In March of this year, se-
nior psychology major Brent 
Shabnore told the Free Press 
that he thinks the Starbucks 
addition makes a lot of 
sense for the university. He 
explained his liking for its 
convenient location, noting 
that you “can’t have a library 
without a coffee [shop] at the 
bottom of it,” saying that it’s 
“basic economics.”
When addressed with sev-
eral Sodexo controversies, 
which include allegations of 
providing low-paying wages, 
owning private prisons and 
finding horse meat DNA in 
food, Neel stated that the 
decision was made without 
“getting into the political side 
of things.” He continued by 
explaining the importance of 
satisfying students.
“I think the committee 
went about this with what’s 
best for our students, provid-
ing the needs that we have. 
We haven’t had any com-
ments on controversy at this 
point,” he said. “It’s never 
gonna be perfect, there is no 
such thing as that.”
Some information in this 
article was collected by 
Johnna Ossie, News Editor 
of the Free Press.
“A lot of people like their coffee 
but as students it is hard for us to 
afford.”
- Samia Ali
Sophomore social work major
From COFFEE on page 5
USM Drag show: Shangela comes to town / 8
Personal Shopper, not worth the cost to watch / 9
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Arts&Culture
During World War I, participating 
countries produced a large output 
of propaganda. America used pro-
paganda to encourage people to do 
their part in the war, insinuating that 
they weren’t seen as true American 
citizens otherwise. Even though it has 
been a little over a century since the 
war, there is propaganda still around.
On March 30, the Osher Map Li-
brary held the opening reception of a 
World War I exhibit curated by Car-
tographic Outreach Coordinator Re-
nee Keul. This exhibit displays many 
different war maps and propaganda 
posters from countries that partici-
pated in World War I. Keul explained 
that, based off of what the library 
had available, they wanted to display 
items that Americans would have seen 
that were made by America, or the al-
lies. The exhibit shows the powerful 
effect of propaganda and how it af-
fected America.
During WWI, propaganda was 
influential. It was made to encour-
age citizens to show support for the 
troops fighting overseas in Europe. At 
the time, posters were made to pro-
mote a political point in the hope of 
swaying the American people with a 
misleading perception about the war. 
Some posters promoted the purchase 
of Liberty Bonds, while others asked 
Americans to enlist their canine com-
panions for the cause. Propaganda 
was also crafted in such a way as to 
evoke strong emotions. For example, 
one evocative poster showed a burn-
ing, broken, flame-ridden Statue of 
Liberty with a burning New York 
City in the background, while another 
poster encouraged immigrants to fight 
for their newfound freedom.
Before America joined the war, 
there were constant updates about the 
positions of the participating coun-
tries’ armies, at that time the British, 
Germans, French and Belgian armies. 
One way of keeping up with the war 
was with a map that came with flags 
representing each country. The flags 
were cut out and placed on the map to 
show each country’s position. 
Keul believes that the reason the 
map was set up to be constantly 
changed was because it too was a 
form of propaganda. She states that 
the way America closely followed the 
war was almost as if they knew that 
America would end up involved in the 
war.
“[With] any sort of of persuasive 
art, the goal is really to use the emo-
tion illustrated and drain it off into ac-
tion,” Keul said. “In this case, the goal 
is to inspire the viewer to buy Liberty 
Bonds. In other posters, the goal was 
to get them to enlist.” 
Keul believes that effective pro-
paganda takes into account what the 
viewers would tolerate, instead of 
question, and does not use something 
that would cause people to question 
the propaganda. At the time, the term 
Hun, which was a derogatory term 
for Germans, was used frequently 
because a large amount of people ac-
cepted it, just as they also accepted 
the characterization of a Hun as ae 
dark-skinned, bloody-fingered man 
wielding a bloody bayonet.
“We have an oversaturation of pro-
paganda, no matter what political 
views you have,” said David Neikirk, 
the Digital Imagining Coordinator for 
the Osher Map Library. Neikirk do-
nated a large number of World War 
I propaganda posters that are on dis-
play in the exhibit. These posters were 
acquired by his great uncle Robert 
Neikirk during the war..
Neikirk believes that there is still 
a strong presence of propaganda in 
our current society linking to politics. 
He believes it’s almost impossible to 
avoid it. He stated that political pro-
paganda today is being used to split 
the country, unlike in World War I 
where is was being used to unite the 
community against a common enemy.
“It’s the unfortunate ‘us-against-
them’ type of mentality,” Neikirk said.
In our current political climate, 
there is a large amount of propaganda 
pushed out from both parties trying to 
discredit the other party and persuade 
people to choose a side by using ste-
reotypes,  much like how in WWI, 
America pushed to gain support for 
the war by stereotyping and vilifying 
the Germans, and inducing fear and 
hatred towards them. 
“I think that the underlying tech-
nique of propaganda would still ex-
ist and would still be effective,” Keul 
said. Posters and maps from the first world war hang in the 
Osher Map Library’s gallery
Dionne Smith
Free Press Staff
Matthew Craig / Arts & Culture Editor
WWI propaganda exhibit
Persuasive art then and now
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The USM Center of Sex-
ualities and Gender Diver-
sity (CSGD) held its 17th 
Annual Royal Majesty Drag 
Competition and Show on 
Saturday, April 8. The event 
was the largest campus and 
community drag show in 
northern New England. The 
CSGD had help from other 
campus organizations, in-
cluding the Queer Straight 
Alliance, Campus Activi-
ties, the Gorham Campus 
Activities Board, as well as 
Campus Life and the Dean 
of Students Office.
The event took place 
at the Holiday Inn By the 
Bay in Portland and drew 
a large crowd of students, 
faculty and staff and com-
munity members. One of 
the highlights of the show 
was the special guest host, 
Shangela, who has appeared 
on various shows, such as 
RuPaul’s Drag Race, Dance 
Moms and Glee. She en-
tertained the audience with 
several musical and dance 
acts, as well with her jokes.
After Shangela began 
the show with one of her 
own songs “Werqin’ Girl,” 
12 other performers took 
the stage successively, per-
forming songs and their 
own dance routines. Last 
year’s first and third place 
winners from the USM 
Royal Majesty competition, 
Patti Cake and Simon Sèys, 
came back to perform this 
year as well.
The  judges ultimately 
named Jizzabella DoBoys 
as the first place winner. 
DoBoys had a memorable 
performance, in which she 
brought a man in the audi-
ence up to the stage with 
her and used him as a sort 
of prop while performing 
her act
To end the night, Shan-
gela had one more perfor-
mance to give. She emerged 
on stage looking almost 
identical to Beyonce. Her 
performance was a various 
mix of popular Beyonce 
songs, from her early sing-
ing career to her newest 
album. Shangela showed 
off her dancing skills as she 
moved all around the room 
and channeled her inner Be-
yonce. Fans in the crowd 
were stunned, as it felt as if 
the singer were really there. 
The drag show was held 
as a fundraiser for the 
CSGD, and with an almost 
entirely filled ballroom at 
the Holiday Inn By the Bay, 
it was likely another suc-
cessful year for the USM 
Royal Majesty Drag Show. 
Performers take to the stage at annual drag show
Julie Pike 
Free Press Staff
Lauren Kennedy / Contributor
Drag queen Shangela poses for a photo during the Royal Majesty Drag Show. A TV person-
ality and comedian, Shangela visited USM’s show for the first time last week.
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Personal Shopper is directed by Oliv-
ier Assayas. It follows Maureen (Kristen 
Stewart), a young woman who’s been 
living in Paris since her twin brother’s 
death,who works as a personal shop-
per for a rich and busy celebrity figure. 
When not working, Maureen frantically 
searches for a sign from her dead brother. 
After she witnesses a series of strange 
occurrences, she decides to find out who 
is behind them.
What Did We Like?
A: The main element this movie had 
that worked for me is Kristen Stewart’s 
performance as Maureen Cartwright. 
Here she employs a lot of subtle non-ver-
bal dramatic touches that make her pres-
ence on the screen magnetic. Because 
of this, her character is compelling to 
watch, even when the other elements of 
the film are not successful. As audience 
members we really get a sense of the 
grief Maureen feels after she loses her 
brother and of her intense desire to find 
a sign from him from beyond the grave. 
Director Olivier Assayas also executes a 
couple of tense and suspenseful sequenc-
es in the film that make use of excellent 
sound design and cinematography.
J: I agree with Aaron. Stewart is with-
out a doubt the best part of this film. It’s 
difficult to maintain such good consis-
tency, especially since she’s pretty much 
in every scene. There’s no diverting to a 
subplot. 
 
What Did We Dislike?
A: While watching this film, a lot of 
the time I thought to myself, “What’s the 
overall intention of the piece?” Some-
times it feels like a character study fo-
cusing on the the day-to-day life of Mau-
reen, and other times it feels like a tense 
psychological thriller. The movie seems 
to lack a sense of structure and focus, 
and because of this there are a lot of bor-
ing scenes that meander. 
J: I’m not sure if I would even call 
the film tense, with the exception of the 
first sequence. There is a portion of the 
film where Maureen is being texted by a 
stranger. It might be her dead brother, or 
it might be someone different.We don’t 
know. The problem with this scene  is 
that it kills any tension it tries to build. 
It’s just texting. Is the content of the con-
versation odd? Sure, but the fact that this 
conversation felt so distant and that it 
was something made to be personal just 
completely killed the film for me.
Who Do We Think This Is For?
A: I think if you’re a fan of excel-
lent acting performances and/or Kristen 
Stewart, you’ll get some enjoyment from 
Personal Shopper and should give it a 
shot despite its negatives. She definitely 
was the movie’s saving grace for me.
J: There’s not many people I would 
recommend this to. If you want a good 
performance, you’ll get that, but that 




Want to submit an event?
arts@usmfreepress.org
Monday, April 17
Bridget Kearney ( of Lake Street Dive )
One Longfellow Square
Doors: 7:00 Starts: 8:00
Tuesday, April 18
The Jayhawks
Port City Music Hall
504 Congress St.
Doors: 7:00 Starts: 8:00
I know you are reading this
Space Gallery
538 Congress St.
Doors: 6:30 Starts: 7:00
Wednesday, April 19
Kishi Bashi
Port City Music Hall
504 Congress St.





Doors: 8:00 Starts: 8:30
Mighty Mistic
Port City Music Hall
504 Congress St.
Doors: 8:00 Starts: 9:00
Friday, April 21
Pidgeons Playing Ping Pong
Port City Music Hall
504 Congress St.
Doors: 8:00 Starts: 9:00
Saturday, April 22
Sam Outlaw
Portland House of Music and Events
25 Temple Street
Doors: 7:00 Starts: 8:00
J: Avoid it
A: Avoid it
Les Filmes Du Losange
Personal shopper not worth the purchase
Aaron Halls and John Rocker 
Free Press Staff
Drag queen Shangela poses for a photo during the Royal Majesty Drag Show. A TV person-
ality and comedian, Shangela visited USM’s show for the first time last week.
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caused by food waste
There is a lot of talk these days about 
food security, but what exactly does that 
mean? Food insecurity is the state of be-
ing without reliable access to a sufficient 
quantity of affordable, nutritious food. 
It’s a major concern, not only throughout 
the world and the United States, but spe-
cifically in Maine and across college cam-
puses, including USM. Feeding America, 
a national organization dedicated to feed-
ing the hungry through a network of food 
banks, maintains that 42.2 million Ameri-
cans lived in food insecure households in 
2015. In the state of Maine, the food inse-
curity rate in 2015 was measured at 15.8 
percent, which is higher than the national 
average of 13.7 percent. 
A study done by the National Student 
Campaign Against Hunger & Homeless-
ness found that in over 30 colleges and 
universities across United States, 48 per-
cent of students reported themselves as 
being food insecure. If you think you may 
be food insecure, or know of someone who 
might be, know that the USM is taking ac-
tion around this issue through the newly 
formed Food Security Coalition (FSC). 
The FSC is a group of students and staff 
representing various organizations and de-
partments across campus, including The 
Husky Hunger Initiative, Sodexo Dining 
Services, Campus Life, the Office of Sus-
tainability, the USM Community Garden, 
Food Studies and the Student Government 
Association. Other organizations, includ-
ing the ROCC, Advising and Health and 
Wellness, have also been consulted. To-
gether, we want to reduce food insecurity 
and food waste on campus through educa-
tion, empowerment and promotion of cam-
pus resources. The ultimate goal is to make 
USM a university where no one is hungry 
and no food goes to waste. 
In the spring of 2016, a group called the 
Husky Hunger Initiative formed a food 
pantry on campus, currently located in 
The Well at Woodbury. There are a few 
shelves of non-perishable foods available 
here to students in need. Anyone can make 
donations to the pantry at The Well or in 
blue donation boxes in other buildings on 
campus. The Husky Hunger Initiative also 
holds a free, weekly Wellness Breakfast 
every Wednesday morning from 8 a.m. to 
11 a.m. in Woodbury and offers free day-
old bread picked up once a week from 
Standard Baking downtown. 
The FSC is also in the process of getting 
a refrigerator so that excess food from the 
dining hall as well as extra fresh produce 
from the community garden can be offered 
to students in addition to non-perishable 
items. The fresh produce and prepared 
foods will not only help alleviate food in-
security but also decrease the amount of 
food waste on campus. 
According to the USDA and the EPA, 
the United States wastes roughly 40 per-
cent of all food produced, which equates to 
about 133 billion pounds, or $161 billion 
in food waste. This food waste is incredi-
bly harmful to the environment, making up 
20 percent of landfill weight and producing 
methane, a greenhouse gas that is 21 times 
more powerful than carbon dioxide. 
Fortunately, USM currently composts 
food that is left over from the dining halls 
with Garbage to Garden instead of throw-
ing it away, but if it can feed hungry people 
instead, that is the best outcome.  
By redistributing food to those in need, 
we can eliminate the environmental dam-
age caused by food waste, as well as bet-
ter the health and well-being of the USM 
community. But we need your help! We 
need more student involvement. If you are 
interested in food insecurity or food waste 
on campus and would like to get involved 
in the FSC, please contact emily.eschner@
maine.edu for more information. 
Asia DiBenedetti
Contributor
Students need to be more involved
Not sure where to find a graduation plan-
ner? Need general information about online 
courses? Not sure how and when you can 
drop a class? There is no need to look any 
further than the advising website.
The advising website has resources that 
focus on academic advising, major and early 
career investigation, developing your com-
munity and so much more. There are four 
main sections: Advising and Course Selec-
tion, Major and Degree Planning, the Advis-
ing Process and Resources.
Advising and Course Selection: This sec-
tion and its included “how to” guides will 
help you get the most out of your advising 
experience. 
“My students say that reviewing their core 
requirements and reading how to prep for 
their appointments makes conversations with 
their advisors more meaningful for them, be-
cause they can then ask more in-depth ques-
tions,” said Daniel Barton, one of USM’s pro-
fessional advisors.
Major and Degree Planning: Choosing 
your major and completing your degree can 
be challenging. According to Chelsea Dono-
hue, a health science major who holds a Work 
Study job in the advising office: “I get lots 
of questions while working for advising and 
they are answered clearly in the ‘Declaring 
my Major’ part of this section. Now I can di-
rect students to the advising website because 
I know that here they will find the answers 
they need.” 
The Advising Process: Advising is a part-
nership of learning and exploration between 
you and your professional and faculty advi-
sors, as explained in this portion of the web-
site. 
“Advisors appreciate students who are pas-
sionate about learning, and willing to take 
challenging courses. You are in college to 
learn new ideas and find out who you are and 
who you want to become,” said Helen Gor-
gas Goulding, coordinator for Advising for 
the Gorham campus. “Sometimes obstacles 
or bumps in the road make learning even 
more challenging. This is where your advisor 
comes in! We help you work through obsta-
cles, get back on track, and stay on track to-
ward success. Meet with your advisors early 
and often to get the most out of college.”
Resources to Help: In this section there are 
many gems that can assist you as you begin 
and continue your college experience. Exam-
ples include guides, need to know informa-
tion, and academic support ideas. Joe Ferrian, 
a senior at USM, said, “I have bookmarked 
the GPA calculator. I use it to keep track of 
my science GPA for the nursing program.”
The next time you are looking for an aca-
demic tip, a “how to” guide or information, 
please start at USM’s advising website or call 
us at (207) 780-4040.




Journalism is important to how we under-
stand our world. Through the lens of social 
media, our perceptions of reality can become 
skewed, as our Facebook feeds begin to craft 
their content toward our interests, values and 
beliefs, particularly when it comes to news.
Here at the Free Press, we’ve known how 
important it is to teach and learn the art of 
journalism, and only recently has USM 
shown a true, strong interest in journalism as 
well. For years, the administration has shown 
a distaste for the student newspaper. If you 
look in the Free Press archives, dating back 
to the 1960s, you’ll see just how often the 
administration faltered and learn of its frus-
trations about how the Free Press reported 
on its mistakes.These reporters, after all, 
were holding the administration accountable. 
That’s the terrifying, beautiful reality of pub-
lishing stories: We’re here to tell the story as 
it is, to uncover the truths that lie behind the 
public relations blanket that is the represen-
tation of our university.
If you Google “University of Southern 
Maine Journalism,” you have to scroll six 
links before you find information about the 
Free Press. The other links lead you to in-
Focus on the Free Press journalists
Editorial Board
Free Press Staff
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formation on media and communications 
classes, where you’ll learn that, only recent-
ly, USM added a bachelor’s degree in media 
studies with a concentration in journalism.
Alumni of USM, who worked at the Free 
Press have expressed confusion regarding 
why it took so long for their university to 
add such an important and valuable skillset 
to their class options. 
Furthermore, many of us currently work-
ing at the Free Press are too far along in our 
degrees to even change to that major, so, 
when we graduate from USM with hopes 
to become journalists, we must flaunt our 
English degrees and communications certifi-
cates, even though USM has begun to cater 
to the demand for journalism courses. 
The issue is that USM has only shown 
interest in the paper since the sudden inter-
est in journalism came to be. Our politically 
tense atmosphere and societies love-hate re-
lationship with media both deterred students 
and also had them running at the chance to 
be part of such a fascinating career. 
USM administration has become aware 
that by adding journalism as a degree path, 
the university can potentially attract more 
students and, as a result, secure more money. 
They don’t necessarily care about the 
journalists here, but rather the profit they 
can make off those pursuing a degree with 
a journalism concentration. Otherwise, the 
university would have promoted our stu-
dent organization and the career of journal-
ism long ago. After all, the paper has  been 
around for 40 years.
If USM really wants to continue push-
ing for more students, it must help the Free 
Press now more than ever. It must not play 
a direct and authoritative role, but it could 
promote the paper more, and allow the pa-
per’s staff to have direct access to media and 
communications equipment in the same way 
those who major in media and communica-
tions can. 
USM  should also consider offering a 
helping hand to the students who work at its 
student paper. This means providing more 
resources for Free Press staff, helping with 
potential internships, and most importantly, 
reevaluating how much money comes our 
way.
Our budget is tight. The Free Press often 
breaks close to even from the accumulation 
of advertisement income versus the high 
cost of printing. 
If you want to close the political divide 
and further encourage students to hone their 
communication skills at USM, teach them 
the ways of a journalist, and promote the 
Free Press as a career-building extracurricu-
lar and work harder to ensure we are seen.
Deaf Discussions
In a recent conversation, someone tried 
to argue that being Deaf is a disability. I 
found this to be rather frustrating.
I’ve been learning American Sign Lan-
guage (ASL) and studying Deaf culture for 
the past five years. Because of this, I often 
forget that what seems like common sense 
to me is not quite so to everyone else. Be-
fore taking that into account, though, I had 
launched into a verbal case against this per-
son’s claim and what resulted was more of 
a disorganized mess of half-thoughts than 
an explanation. If I had taken a few min-
utes to set aside the feeling of indignation, 
it could have been a beneficial and educa-
tional conversation. 
When most hearing people think of be-
ing Deaf, they tend to think of the loss and 
the “can’t” rather than the gain. However, 
being Deaf is more about the “can” and the 
gaining of culture and community. When 
“deaf” is spelled with a lowercase “d,” it 
refers to the audiological condition of not 
hearing. When “Deaf” is spelled with a 
capital “D,” it refers to the people and cul-
ture that are the Deaf community.
As a hearing person, I cannot speak for 
the Deaf community. However, I can share 
what I have learned and observed. Part of 
what I’ve learned in my years of studying 
ASL and Deaf culture, as well as interact-
ing with the Deaf community, is that be-
ing Deaf is in no way a disability. It is not 
the loss of hearing (although for some who 
identify as a person who is deaf, rather than 
Deaf, things can be different) that defines 
their identity; rather what they gain from 
being part of the Deaf community makes 
up a part of their identity. These gains in-
clude ASL, history, poems, stories, fables 
and mythology, cultural norms and more.
In America, as well as in much of Cana-
da, the official language of the Deaf com-
munity is ASL. ASL has a syntax, grammar 
and morphology of its own and is a real 
language, despite some misconceptions 
that continue today. From my perspective, 
ASL is perhaps the most treasured piece of 
Deaf gain.
So where does the label “disabled” fit 
into such an amazing culture and commu-
nity? My belief is that because Deaf culture 
is so rich, there is no room for that label. 
The ”disabled” label comes from the 
limitations and barriers that are put in place 
by the hearing majority. If a hearing person 
who didn’t know any ASL were placed into 
the Deaf community, that hearing person 
would need accommodations in order to 
navigate the language barriers and cultural 
differences. The same would go for a per-
son who spoke only English if they were 
to be dropped off in a community which 
spoke only German. These individuals 
would not be considered disabled. It’s baf-
fling to see hearing people label members 
of the Deaf community as being disabled 
for reasons no different than the above ex-
amples.   
The Deaf community is a visually orient-
ed community, just as the hearing commu-
nity is auditorily oriented. In the Deaf com-
munity there are TTYs (devices allowing 
phone conversations to be typed back and 
forth rather than spoken) and videophones. 
There are alarms and doorbells that have 
flashing lights and alarm clocks that vi-
brate. In the hearing community there are 
voice phones, ringers and doorbells and 
alarm clocks with sound. These are merely 
different ways of living. Neither is superior 
to the other. 
Carol Padden and Tom Humphries, two 
Deaf authors, wrote:
 “[Being Deaf] is not simply a camarade-
rie with others who have a similar physical 
condition, but is, like many other cultures 
in the traditional sense of the term, his-
torically created and actively transmitted 
across generations.”
Being Deaf is not a disability. Neither is 
being hearing. Both have challenges and 
benefits. The status of one being disabled is 
dependent upon the limitations and oppres-
sions enforced by the other. The oppressed 
then have a choice to either rise up and 
fight, or sit back and let it happen. From 
what I’ve learned, the Deaf community has 
no intentions of sitting back and allowing 
anything to just happen. They’ve come a 
long way in trying to make the world see 
them as a community and culture rather 
than as disabled, and they will continue 
to stand up for Deaf culture as long as the 
need is there.
Next time you think of Deaf people as 
being disabled, try changing tracks for a 
moment. Perhaps you are signing-disabled, 
signing-impaired or hard-of-signing. Ask 
yourself, how well would you fare in the 
Deaf community without knowing ASL if 
no accommodations were allowed? My bet 
is, you would be at a great disadvantage.
 
Mary Ellen Aldrich is a hearing student 
majoring in linguistics with a concentra-
tion in ASL/English interpretation and a 
minor in Deaf studies.
Being Deaf is not a disability
This label comes from the hearing majority
Mary Ellen Aldrich
Community Editor
Resources on the advising website
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Hey, you - yes, you! What do you think of our paper?
Like what you see? Hate what you see? We love all feedback!
editor@usmfreepress.org
Staff Musings
This morning I saw an article from the 
Portland Press Herald about a student at King 
Middle School (KMS). She and her class-
mates broke the school’s dress code on pur-
pose after “a teacher asked Molly and another 
girl to stand up and measure their clothes [in 
front of other students]. Molly was told to lay 
her fingers across her shirt strap to make sure 
it was at least two fingers wide, and the other 
girl had to put her arms straight down to gauge 
whether her shorts were above her fingertip 
length.” According to the Press Herald, the 
student said, “[The teacher] made us feel re-
ally uncomfortable.”
I went to King Middle School almost fifteen 
years ago. I still remember moments where I 
was publicly reprimanded by teachers because 
my clothing was a “distraction to boys.” I 
was eleven years old when I attended KMS. I 
was flat-chested and lanky and still wore high 
waisted jeans (a fashion trend that was not yet 
back in style). But it shouldn’t matter what my 
body looked like, really. I write that because it 
was important at the time in my confusion and 
misunderstanding of what adults were telling 
me. I write that because it was also when I be-
came aware of what my body looked like and 
of the fact that it seemed to matter to everyone 
around me. It mattered to the adult teachers, to 
the principal, to strangers on the street, to the 
boys in my classrooms. 
What I think is important to remember is 
that I was a child, as were the other girls in 
my school, regardless of what their bodies 
looked like. When I entered sixth grade I still 
played with dolls. I still played make-believe 
and games of MASH with my best friend in 
her bedroom after school, to decide if I would 
marry Leonardo DiCaprio or not and if I 
would drive a van or a sports car. But I was 
being told by the adults around me that my 
bare shoulders were too distracting to not be 
covered in public. My body was sexual. My 
body did not really belong to me; my bare 
skin meant something that I had never even 
thought about before. 
I learned then, at eleven years old, that my 
body was unacceptable. It was distracting. It 
was a threat to boys’ ability to learn. It needed 
to be covered, tucked away and concealed. 
I still remember the hot shame of those mo-
ments, when my teachers asked me to stand to 
measure the width of my tank top straps or the 
length of my shorts. I remember how unfair it 
felt and how powerless it made me feel. I had 
no language then to explain the ways it made 
me feel, but I felt it deep inside myself and it 
lasted for years and years. 
Summer is coming and I’ve been thinking 
about bodies. About the ways that I learned to 
think that my body was never good enough, 
and how I learned my worth was inherently 
tied to whether or not men were attracted to 
my body. I’ve been thinking about the ways I 
learned my body was inappropriate, distract-
ing and hypersexual. 
It took me years of struggling with an eat-
ing disorder, learning about the ways we are 
taught to hate our bodies, working every day 
to unlearn those things to get to a point where 
I can feel comfortable with myself, and even 
that comfort takes daily work. This isn’t to say 
that King Middle School’s dress code was the 
reason for my struggle. Rather, I remember it 
as the first time I learned what the expectations 
were of me as a woman - a girl - in the world 
I lived in. Those expectations were reinforced 
for me as I grew up by everything around me: 
television, movies, magazines, teachers, my 
family, my peers, strangers on the street. My 
body never, ever felt like it truly belonged to 
me
I might just be sappy, but I teared up when 
I saw that King Middle School student on the 
cover of the Press Herald, staring straight into 
the camera in her tank top, in her defiance. I 
wished I had known about feminism and sex-
ism when I was young, and known that there 
were adults who would stand behind me, who 
would protect my right stay young, to remind 
me that my body is mine and only mine to 
control.
Body shaming starts young
Let’s Talk About It
It doesn’t have to be that way
Johnna Ossie
News Editor
““Summer is coming and I’ve been thinking about bod-
ies. About the ways that I learned to think that my body 
was never good enough... It took me years of struggling 
with an eating disorder... to get to a point where I felt 
comfortable with myself and even that comfort takes 
daily work.”
Woodbury is due for an upgrade. The 
Portland Campus is the main campus for 
commuter students, yet despite this it lacks 
options for food. The store in Luther Bon-
ney is perfect for its size and location. 
Woodbury is larger and offers more than 
ready-made food, but it could still use an 
upgrade.
The dining hall in Woodbury leaves 
much to be desired. At first, it seems like 
they have a wide variety of food, vary-
ing from ready-made selections to a fresh 
meal that’s different every day. After a few 
months, though, I found myself eating the 
same three things and wishing for a bigger 
selection of food.
At other big campuses, there is usually 
an option for foods of different kinds such 
as omelets, chinese food and so on. But 
here, for the most part, all the food is ei-
ther something fried, pizza or just a normal 
wrap or sandwich. In addition, there are 
few people who go for a burrito, and even 
fewer who ask for the meal of the day.
There is a large variety of students on 
campus, and the food options should rep-
resent that variety. I’ve heard people talk 
about how they don’t like the food, or there 
just aren’t any options for them. There are 
instances where I loathe having no other 
option but going to Woodbury for food. 
Once I’m on campus, I’m stuck here for an 
average of six hours. I don’t have a car, and 
I don’t have enough time to walk anywhere 
between my classes without being late. 
There needs to be consideration for 
changing the layout in Woodbury to ac-
commodate a wider variety of food, and 
work towards more of a buffet style din-
ing hall that offers different styles of food. 
With the money from the Sodexo contract, 
I imagine that there could be some funds 
to at least start putting toward a Woodbury 
upgrade that would benefit all students.
If there was an upgrade, it could drive 
more students to want to eat on campus 
rather than go somewhere else, and it could 
bring in more money for the university. 
It could even boost the morale of the stu-
dents, and save them time and money. If 
the options at Woodbury were to appeal 
to more students, the students would save 
more on gas from traveling back and forth 
when they want food, which costs much 
more than buying food out of Woodbury. 
Food is a big part of everyone’s life, and 
good food is important. I know that I per-
sonally have marked certain colleges off 
my list because when I visited, the food 
was lackluster. An improved Woodbury 
could bring a lot of positive feedback, and 
it would be possible to gain more commut-
er students if we could ensure them high 
quality food every day. 
This is a pilot article on an upcoming 
new perspectives column that will focus on 
everything USM. It will include ideas for 
upgrades on campus, new possible clubs, 
sharing my opinion on events that happen, 
and more! If you enjoyed this, or didn’t, 
please let me know! Send me an email at 
dionne.smith@maine.edu and tell me how 
you felt about this article, and if there 
should be a column about this topic. Thank 
you! 
Woodbury is due for an upgrade
Dionne Smith
Staff Writer
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Search for the list of words in the grid of letters. 
Grab a pen and circle each word as you find them.
The object of a 
sudoku is to fill 
in the remaining 
squares so that 
every row, every 
column, and 
every 3 × 3 box 
contains each 
of the numbers 
from 1 to 9 
exactly once.
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‘Recovery’ is a word with meanings 
and interpretations as diverse as those 
who use it. Regardless of these differenc-
es, it is a word which, according to mem-
bers of the Recovery Oriented Campus 
Center (ROCC), holds similarities to 
“hope,” “healing” and “improving.” 
The ROCC, located on the USM Port-
land campus, focuses on recovery of all 
types and provides a much-needed cen-
ter of community and support for those 
in recovery. An important part of their 
recovery is connection.
“It’s a natural human desire to connect 
with people,” said Ash Havlin, a senior 
psychology and sociology major. “But 
when you suffer from a traumatic child-
hood or PTSD, your relationships with 
other people and your relationship with 
yourself [fracture]. I think because of 
that PTSD, you hide from relationships. 
You hide from the thing that hurt you. 
For me, my recovery is about reconnect-
ing.”
Andrew Kiezulas, a senior chemistry 
major, is in long-term recovery. The need 
for community and connection is some-
thing that has played a large part in Kie-
zulas’ recovery. 
“For me,” Kiezulas said, “recovery 
means my mother has her son back.”
“Sobriety and recovery are not syn-
onymous,” he continued. “My recovery 
started long before I found abstinence 
and sobriety. It’s keeping people engaged 
and finding ways to increase the sustain-
ability of recovery and community.”
Often when discussing recovery, 
people will use words such as “addict” 
or “drug abuser.” According to mem-
bers of ROCC, these terms take away 
from the humanity of the individual in 
recovery and are stigmatizing. Terms to 
use instead are: substance use disorder 
(SUDs), drug use or misuse and “a per-
son in recovery.”
Micaela Manganello, a senior nursing 
student, said that treating people in re-
covery as people first is important.
“Just treat them like a person,” Man-
ganello said, “they’re not what they’re 
going through.”
For Katie Tomer, a junior health sci-
ence major, it’s important to value each 
person’s humanity. 
“Everybody struggles,” Tomer said, 
“and everybody has a hard time. It shows 
up in different ways for people but at the 
end of the day, everyone is human.”
There is a line from a Johann Hari 
book which members of the ROCC of-
ten quote:
“The opposite of addiction is not so-
briety. The opposite of addiction is con-
nection.”
While members of the ROCC dislike 
the term “addiction,” this quote holds 
meaning for them. 
“Being in recovery,” Havlin said, 
“means more than just abstinence to 
me. It means that I reach out instead of 
isolate. It means that I can feel things in-
stead of avoid things and I listen to my-
self instead of ignoring myself.” 
Trauma and mental health disorders 
come with pain. Without the support and 
help necessary for recovery, it can result 
in things like SUDs and other unhealthy 
coping skills. These can become tools to 
mask that pain.
“I want anyone who feels that kind of 
pain,” Havlin said, “to know that other 
people have felt that too, and that you 
can be in recovery. You don’t have to do 
it alone. And you can’t do it alone, and 
what a gift it is that we can’t do it alone. 
We need connection.”
Recovery is a process and a journey. 
And sometimes along the way there are 
slips or reocurrences. But that doesn’t 
negate all of the work that has gone into 
someone’s recovery. It simply means 
they’re human. 
“For me,” Havlin said, “it’s really 
important to continue to identify in re-
covery through slips and reocurrences 
because that’s been part of my process, 
[and] it’s a part of many people’s process. 
If you continue to identify as in recovery 
through a recurrence, there’s more likeli-
hood of obtaining abstinence. And that’s 
been important for me throughout this 
process.”
Being in recovery is about moving 
forward, and Kiezulas focuses on the 
positives of being in recovery in order to 
continue forward..
“[In recovery] you’re a survivor,” 
Kiezulas said. “You did it, you made it, 
it’s a story of hope and that’s what [the 
ROCC] is trying to promote now. This is 
something to be celebrated.”
Recovery is connection, hope, oppor-
tunity and healing. It isn’t something to 
be done alone. Recovery is something 
that both requires and builds strength. 
And sometimes that strength comes from 
a group of people sharing encour-
agement, support and connection. 
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USM Portland campus
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2017 Great Maine bike swap
USM Portland campus
Sullivan Gym
Starts: 10 a.m. / Ends: 1 p.m.
The meaning of recovery and hope
How the USM community navigates healing
Mary Ellen Aldrich
Community Editor
Troy R. Bennett  / BDN
Andrew Kiezulas, a chemistry major in longterm recovery from addiction, stands 
on the University of Southern Maine’s Portland campus on Tuesday before head-
ing to a student recovery group meeting. In August, USM launched an on-cam-
pus recovery center, the first of its kind in Maine.
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Wednesday afternoon, USM faced off 
against Curry College for a non-conference 
match up. Curry College Colonels defeated 
the Huskies with a score of 15-11. The Hus-
kies stayed competitive until the very end 
and had goals from seven different players on 
the team. Junior Nate DelGiudice (Oakland, 
ME/ Messalonskee), senior Jeff Urmston 
(Bellingham, MA/ Bellingham), and fresh-
men Ryan Marsh (Wells, ME/ Wells) and 
Tristan Dundas (Abbotsford, BC) all scored 
two goals a piece.  
The Colonels started the scoring early in 
the first quarter with a goal from Wade Pra-
jer (Southbury, CT), but the Huskies were 
quick to come back with three consecutive 
goals. The first came from Marsh at 8:54, 
the second from senior Keegan Smith (West 
Gardiner, ME/ Gardiner Area) at 5:32 and the 
third from DelGiudice at 4:52. Curry fired 
back to bring the score within one with a goal 
from Tom Cashin (Boxford, MA). Assisted 
by DelGiudice, the Huskies’ Urmston made 
it 4-2 for the Huskies with 3:18 to play in the 
first quarter. The Colonels made it 4-4 to end 
the first quarter with two unanswered goals 
from Cashin and Matt Serra (Haverhill, MA). 
The two teams went back and forth 
throughout the second quarter, scoring three 
goals apiece. Curry drew first blood again 
with a goal from Jake Stebbins (Colchester, 
VT). But Marsh evened the score with an 
assist from DelGiudice. Serra made it 6-5 
with 10:04 to play. Going almost ten min-
utes without a goal, Dundas scored his first 
with an assist from Smith. The last goal of 
the quarter for the Colonels came from Devin 
Newell (Medford, MA). Finally, with thirteen 
seconds left to play, junior defenseman Sam 
Hornblower (Portland, ME/ Deering) tied the 
game for the Huskies 7-7 going into halftime. 
In the second half the Colonels went on 
to outscore the Huskies 8-4. Dundas opened 
up the third quarter scoring his second goal 
of the afternoon with assistance from Horn-
blower. Zach White (Milford, CT) scored 
two consecutive goals within 16 seconds, 
putting Curry on top 9-8. The Huskies’ Jake 
Schoenberg (Topsham, ME/ Mt. Ararat) tied 
it up yet again for USM with 11:29 left to 
play for the Huskies, but Curry went on to 
score three goals to close out the third quar-
ter, two from Cashin and White, who both 
picked up a hat trick with their unassisted 
goals, and one from Jack McMenomey (West 
Linn, OR). 
Curry went into the fourth quarter with a 
12-9 lead and continued to roll, scoring two 
goals right out of the gate from Andrew De-
Leary (Wakefield, MA) and Dominick Mar-
cella (Hull, MA). Down 14-9, DelGiudice 
capitalized on the Huskies having a man 
advantage and made it 14-10 with his final 
goal of the afternoon. Curry’s DeLeary fired 
one right back for the Colonel’s final nail in 
the coffin, making it 15-10. The Huskies’ Ur-
mston scored the final goal of the afternoon 
in hopes to rally, but the Huskies fell short 
at 15-11.
Junior goaltender Zack Bessette (Read-
field, ME /Maranacook) started in goal for 
the Huskies. Bessette had a save percent-
age of 61.1 after saving 22 out of 36 shots 
the Colonels sent towards his net. Freshman 
Alex Leblanc (Westbrook, ME/ Westbrook) 
relieved Bessette in the net, allowing one goal 
for the Huskies in the final thirty seconds of 
play. Curry’s goaltender Shane O’Brien (East 
Falmouth, MA) saved 8 of the 19 shots fired 
off by the Huskies. 
With this game in the books, the Huskies’ 
record stands at 4-6. The Huskies will return 
home to play at Hannaford Field against Sa-




Carly Coombs /	Free Press Staf
Huskies play next Wednesday April 19 for a conference matchup against Salem State.
YoGlow207	to	hit	USM	this	May
In the class BUS 316 Sport Event Manage-
ment, students are challenged with the task of 
putting on an event from scratch. Led by Hei-
di Parker and Joanne Williams, both sports 
management professors, students are broken 
up into different departments to make the 
class run smoothly. The departments include 
sales and sponsorship, marketing, operations 
and website and registration. 
Each department carries out important tasks 
in order to bring the event to life.
In years past, for instance, you might recog-
nize the event Into the Mud Challenge, a fun 
mud run obstacle course through the woods of 
Gorham. After five years of this event, Parker 
and Williams decided to switch up the event.
The two pitched the idea of black light 
yoga. The class picked it up and ran with it, 
which is how YoGlow207 was created. The 
black light yoga event is a glow-in-the-dark 
party led by local yoga instructor Stephanie 
Harmon, from Portland’s Hustle and Flow 
studio.
This student-run event will be held in Gor-
ham at the Hill Gymnasium on Saturday, May 
6. The event costs $35 per person or  $30 per 
person for a group of four. Registration prices 
include a t-shirt, bracelets, water, light snacks 
and glow-in-the-dark paint. Proceeds from 




The Warren G. Hill Gymnasium in Gorham, the location where YoGlow207 will take place.
Photo courtesy of USM Athletics Website
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